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_ Due to limitations of methods commonly used to detect particles and plas_as few
_'_. examples of Spacecraft in the ionosphere charqtng beyond a few volts appear in the
= literature. This impasse has been overcome with the launch of the DMSP/F6 satellite.
_. It was equipped with up-looking detectors to measure 20 point spectra of precipitat-
_ ing ions and electrons with energies between 30 eV and 30 KeV, once per second. A
generous geo,netricfactor for the ion detector allows the application of a technique
regularly used to identify the degree of charging for satellites at geostationary
_- orbit. The Liouville Theorem can be used to show that a spacecraft charged, to say,
-1(}0V, will measure no positive ions in energy channels < lO0 eV. Because of the
acceleration of cold, ionospheric ions by the spacecraft potential a large count
rate should be seen in an energy channel centered near 100 V. A preliminary search
of early DMSP measure,gentsshows that such charging peaks frequently appear in the
vicinity of intense inverted-V structures. An example that closely approximates the
"worst case" charqing environaents derived from previous DMSP missions, with only
electron measurements available has been examined. In this case, with the satellite
in darkness, peak electron fluxes occurred at energies of lO keV and charging peaks
were observed in ion energy,channels up to ~65 eV. The fact that the spacecraft
was charged was verified using the SSIE thermal plasma probe on the same vehicle.
Calculations indicate that dielectric surfaces in the wake side of the vehicle charge
_ to _any times this nu_iber.
__,, * Present address: Southwest Research Institute, Space PhySics Sectlon, San Antonio,
_ TX 7828,4.
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_" In-this-_.ympo_iuni we arc-addressing questions concerning how lar.qe spac_ str'uctur_
) in polar orbit will interactwitlla.roralQnvironm_nts. Because_pacecraftchar_qinq
j/ at ior_ph_rLc attitudes does not seriously threaten th_ operation of toda.v'._ r_.la..
) . tively small polar satoll-ites the sul_ject of environment, interactions ha._ not; r_c_v¢;d
) .. the wide,read _ttentiongiven to it at geostationaryaltitude, As a matter of
t economics it is desireable for us to apply as m_Jchas possible of what we hav_ I_arned
" about spacocra.ft interactions at goostationary orbit to low earttl orbits, [,'conomlc,;,
howe.vet,must not blind-usto real differencesbetweer,the two problems_
The environment at auroral latitudes in the ionosphere differs from that encounter-
ed at geostationary altitude in at least two major aspects.
'_.... (l) There is a large reservOir of htqi_-density, cold plasma which-tends to
mitigate charging effects by providing a large source of charged particles from which
_i_;_ neutralizing currents maybedrawn, However, since Oebye lengths in the ionosphere
are measured in centimeters as opposed to hundreds ot meters at qeostationary altitude
r_ effective current collecting areas may be severely limited. Significant wake effects
behind large structures will introduce new problems with differential charging.
• (2) Between the magnetic equator and the ionosphere, auroral electron_ frequent-
_ _ ly undergo field-aligned acceleration_ of several kilovolts (ref. 1), The degree to
.... whici_ auroral, as opposect.to plasma sheet, electrons deviate frm.q i Sotropy is a com-
....`
plex f-unctionof the electron'senergy and tilepotentialdistributionalong_.qagnetic
_ _. field lines (ref.2). In suchenvironments,fluxesof energeticprotonsare usually
_ below the levelsof instrumentationsenSiti._-i-ty(refs. 3 and 4).i
| ._:iJ
F=_, It is anticipatedthat polar-orbitingshuttleswill encounterthe most severe
._. chargingenvironmentsin the vicinityof westwardtravellingsurgesand near inverted-
i/_" V structures. Westwardtravellingsurgesoccur in the midnightsectorduringthe
_. expansionphasesof substorms. Substormonsetsare frequentlymarked by the sudden
_'_ brighteningof the equatorward-mostarc (ref. 5). This is followedby a bulgingand
rapid polewardexpansionof activearcs in the midnightsector (ref.6). For obser-
_: vers on the ground in the eveningsectorthe bulge appearson the eastwardend of
_:" arcs and moves quicklytoward _he westernhorizon. Using DMSP satelliteimageryand
_i electronfluxmeasurementsMeng and coworkers(ref. 7) constructeda composite
_.. morphologyof westwardtravellingsurgesshown in Figure I. Bright arcsemanateto
_i. the west (A) and to the east from the equatorwardand polewardedges of the bulge
-_ region,respectively.A myriad of arc-likestructuresare embeddedin the bulge
i:;_ region (C).while ,onuniformdiffuseauroralprecipitation(D) is foundto the east
_. of the bulge and equatorwardof the B arc.
Differentialspectratypicalof downcomingelectronsin the vicinityof surges
are shown on the left sideof Fi.qurel In regionA. to the west (eveningside) of
._ the bulge,spectraare similarto those measuredover quiet-timearcs. However.the
"monoenergeticbeams" shift to hiqherthan quiet-ti_._evalues. This indicatesthat
_ strongerfield-alignedpotentialsoccur during substormperiods. In the regionof
_ the polewardarc (regionB) two spectraltypes are measured. One has a shape similar
to that found in the diffuseaurora (D)but with lower mean energy The second
,' o •
F_ spectraltype is characterizedby electronswith energiesof lO0 eV and differential
'_ flux levelsof loll/cm2 sec Sr keV. The spectralshapes indicatethat field-aligned
accelerationsin regionsB and D are not significant. _thln regionC electron
.. spectraare relativelyflat. sometimesout to the high-energy,measuringlimitof
llO),
["i_ .........................................................................._............_-_ ,_ " ......................................................
DMSP spectro_eters. If, as suqqested by tile"warst-case" _tudy of SCATHA'._environ
ment,(rof, 8), severe charijingmost stronqly correlate_ with fluxe_ of electron_
with onerqie5 in the several ten_-of-keV r_q|me, then region C electron_ _ay present
the most _eve_cecharqinq environJnentfor polar-orbiting _hutt;les,
Hazamds due to _pacecraft charging of large _paCP structur_ _hould also occur in
"inverted-V" ewnts, The T,erm inverted-V was first 14sealto de_cril)estruct_res that
appear in energy-time _pectrograms fro_ polar orhltlnq satellites (ref. 3). In th(,_e
structures tl_emean energy of precipitatin_ el_ctrons risersfrom a few hundred eV to
several keV then returns to a few hundred eV. Often the electrons have Maxweliian
distributions cllaracterizedby a mean thermal energy Eo that have heen accei_.rated
throuqh a field-aligned potential drop _) (ref. g). In traversing the inverted-V,
@o increases to sol,_ellaxiPlursvalue then decreases. In the evening sector Co can
rise to over 10 kV. The danger posed by inverted-V precipitation is more ubiquitous
than westward era_eliing surges. Lin and Hoffman (ref. 2) showed that inverted-V
events occur in all MLT sectors except in the dayside auroral gap (ref. I0).
To date, all investigations of inverted-V structures report no _:leasurabiefluxes of
precipitating protons. This limitation more likely reflects on the sensitivity
of proton detectors rather than on a real absence of proton fluxes. In the plas_,_a
Sheet protons have mean thermal e_ergies that are about five times those of electrons.
Some protons in the high energy tail of these distriutions should be sufficiently
energetic to overcome the _b potential barrier and reach the ionosphere.
Herein lies a serious verification problem for modelers of low-earth orbit space-
craft charging. It is rather easy to specify the "worst charging environment" (ref.
II). However, tl_erelatively s_all geo_etric factors on positive ion detectors flown
to date on polar satellites have not allowed us to use the straight-Forward methods
used at geostationary altitudes (ref. 8) for measuring satellite potentials in excess
of a few volts. In only one case, as INJUN-Spassed through an intense inverted-V,
has a large satellite potential been measured (ref. 12). In this case only a_ upper
bound of -28V could be directly assigned.
The purpose of this report is to provide i,_formationfor interaction-modelers
on the capabilities of a new _eneration of charged particle spectrometers now flown
on DMSP (Defense Meteorological Sate!lite Program) satellites. These detectors,
which are sensitive to downcoming, positive ions with energies greater than 30 eV,
allow the direct measure_,_entsof satellite potentials less than -30V. The following
section describes the plasma and particle instrumentation on the recently launched
DMSP/F6 satellite. We then present a detailed analysis of measur,'mentstaken as the ilsatellite passed through an intense, inverted-V structure in the midnight sector on
I0 January 1983. The discussion section co,_paresobservational measurements of _he
satellite potential with the predictions of a small-satellite charging model.
INSIRUMENTATION
DI_SPsatellites are three axis stabilized and fly in sun-synchronous, circular
polar orbit at an altitude of B40 km. Their orbital periods and inclinations are
are I01 minutes and 98.75°, respectively. DMSP/F6 was launched in late December 1982
into an orbit near the dawn_dusk meridian with an ascending mode of 0612 LT. The two
sets of detectors of interest here were designed to monitor variations in the topside
thermal plasma and in the flux of precipitatim] charged particles.
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The thermal plasi::adetector (ref. 13. 14), known as the Sl)ecialSensor for Ions and
Electrons (SSIE) cnnsists of a spherical Lanqmuir probe and a planar, retarding
potential analyzer (RPA), lhe Langmuir probe consists of a 1.75" diameter collector
surrOUnded by a concentric, w_re-mesh qrid of 2.25" diameter. It is mounted at the
end of a Z_5' rigid boom. The sensor operates in 2 r_odes. In the first mode the
grid bias is held at a fixed level determined by ground command. In the second r_ode
the voltage of the grid _ith respect to satellite ground is swept to determine the
thersr,al etectron density and te_,_perature_The _,_ode2 voltage sweep occurs every 64 s
and lasts for.10 s. To ensure that all electrons passing through the qrid are i
:ollected the collector is always held at a potential of 20 V above that of the grid.....
{)urinqr,lode I operations on lO January 1983 the grid-bias was fixed at +7.8 V with
respect to the spacecraft frame potential.
The thermal ion detector is a retarding potential analyzer (RPA) that consists of
a collector, a supressor grid, a swept grid and an aperture grid. The aperture grid
is Circular with a diameter of 1.0". This sensor is mounted 3/4 of the way up the
2.5' boom with an outward surface normal facinq in the direction of the satellite
velocity. The RPA also operates in two ,_odes. ]in_iodeI the retarding grid is fixed
at _tellite potential plus a bias potential of 6.3V. In Mode 2 the retarding grid
is swept fro_,_-5 V to 12 V, every 64 s. From the shapes of the current-voltage
characteristics obtained during r4ode2 sweeps it is possible to determine the ion
densities, temperatures and relative _ass concentrations. Complete descriptions of
the SSIE instruments and the methods of data reduction and analysis have been written
by Sniddy and co-._,orkers(ref. 13) and by Rich and co-workers (ref. 14).
The energetic particle detector on D,_ISP/F6are designed to measure the flux of
downcominq electrons and positive ionS in 20 energy channels, logrith_,licallyspaced
between 30 eV and 30 keV. Both the electron and ion detectors consist of two curved
plate electrostatic analyzers. The aperatures of ti_eanalyzers always face toward
local vertical. Thus, at auroral and polar-cap latitudes they detect precipitating
rather than backscattered or trapped particles. One set of analyzers covers the
energy range 30 eV to I keV has a qeometric factor of 4 x 10-" cm"-sr for electrons
and 2 x 10-,'-for ions. In both cases a E/E is 13_" The other set of analyzers
measures the flux levels over the l to 30 keV range. The geo_etric factor for tllese
electron and ion detectors is 10-3 cm2-sr with a E/E = 10_'_ These large geometric .
factors ensure statistically significant count rates in the a_roral oval.....
OBSERVATIONS
During the period of interest on 10 January 1983, DtISPwas in darkness crossing the
midnight sector of the northern auroral oval from dawn to dusk. Simultaneous
a,leasure_nentsfror,_the imager on F6 and qround magnetograms are not available at this
tia_e. In general, however, the period _naybe characterized as one of _,_agnetic
quieting. Although Kp was 2+ at the ti_e of the overpass, 10 January was the r,_ost
disturbed day of the month with _:Kp = 39.
_leasurm,_entsfro_ the energetic electron and ion spectro_netersare presented in
Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The format for data presentation is the sar,_ein both
figures. Plotted as functions of UT, geomagnetic latitude, and magnetic local ti_e
are the particle's average energies (top panel), the directional energy fluxes (_iddle
panel) and number fluxes (bottom panel). Attention is directed towarc the one _,_inute
interval followinq 2045 (74/00) UT. Beginning at 2045 UT the number flux (JTOT)
rises from 109 to4 x Ing electrons/cm_ sec sr at 2045:22 U_. In the next 20 sec
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it decreased to 107 electronslcm2 sec st. The average energy of the pre-
cipitating el_ctrons i_creased from 800 eV to 7_5 keV then returned to 800 eV,
the classic signatur.eof an inverted-V structure. The flux of ions reaching the
detector also increased to a sharp naximum at 2045:22 UT. However, the average
energy of the ions was lowest at this time.. This signature is similar to that
obtained v_henspacecraft at ge_synchronous orbit undergo charginq.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 giv.ethree e_amples of 1_easurementsfrom the energetic electron
and ion sensors at 2045:17, :22 and :24 UT, respectively. Data represented as elec- i
tron and ion phase space densities are plotted as functix_nsof energy,from 30 eV to i
30 keV. The insets give expanded plots of ion distribution functions in the energy i
range 30 to 200 eV. In all three cases the electron distributions show Imp-energy :I
or suprathermal components. The fact that the energetic co_aponentsof the electron
distributions are not monotonically decreasing in energy is consistent with the
primary electrons having been electrostatically accelerated in some attitude range
above the sateIl_te. Electrons with energies below the peak in the distribution
functions are energy-degraded primaries that are trapped below the electrostatic
barrier. The pri_nary-electrondistributions are non_'4axwellian,containinq high
energy tails.
The ion distribution functions also contain both energetic and suprathermal com-
ponents. In the case of the ion measurement at 2045:22 UT the energetic component
has a Maxweilian distribution out to 30 keV. Using the Liouville theorem and assum-
ing an isotropic distribution function in the magnetosphere we find that for charge
neutrality to prevail in the parent populations, the fietd-aligned potential drop
above the auroral ionosphere is ~ 8 kV. We note that this is consistent with the
measured distribution where the-actual peak-must lie between the energy Channels
centered at 6.46 and 9.48 keV...........
At 20:45:22 and :24 tITthe suprather_al ions have non-monotonic distributions. The
peaks in the energy channels centered at 65 and 44 eV suggest that ions measured in _
these channels are ionospheric particles that have been accelerated by satellite _
potentials of-65 and -44 V, respectively. The fact that ion counts are recorded in
energ.vchannels less than at the peak in the distribt_tionis consistent with the
finite spread in the energy-acceptance of the sensor's energy channels. Recall that
to assure high count rates the geometric factor of the low-energy ion detector was
made large. The only other possible source of ions in these energy ranges at DMSP's
altitude are the so-called ion conics (ref. 15). These are thermal ions that are
accelerated perpendicular to magnetic field lines thrm,gh resonant interactions with
lower-hybrid or ion-cyclotron electrostatic waves. Such cannot be the case here since
the ion detector is looking almost along, rather than across, the magnetic field.
Note that the negative potentials of several tens of volts represent the potentials
of the dielectric surfaces in the vicinlty of the ion-detector's aperture rather
than the potential of the satellite's frame.
Further infon_ation concerning the environ_.lentin which the charging of DMSP/F6
occurred can be qained frov,1tlier,._alprobe measurements. Figure 7 gives the
"densities" of thermal electrons and ions measured during Mode 1 operations. In
this representation data taken while sensor grids were being swept in voltage (Mode 2)
are suppressed. The grid on the spherical Langmuir probe was biased at 7.8 V with
respect to the satellite frame. Thus, in _lodeI the electron sensor is operating
in the accelerating mode. This leads to overestim;iatesof the ambient electron densi-
ties. In regions where both _ensors vary in the same sense the measurements accurate-
ly 0,1easurerelative density fluctuations. In regions _here the n_easurementsvary in
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opposite senses the variations are mostly due to satellite potential fluctuations.
Absolute values of the plasma density are obtained through analyses of Mode 2 current
-voLtage sweeps. Figure 7 shows that in the period following 2045 UT the current
reaching the therma.lelectron probe decreased by more than four orders of magnitude,
consistent with a strongly negative vehicle potential. The thermal ion current
increased by a factor of 2.
k
In the immediate vicinity of the charginq event Mode 2 sweeps cannot be used to
determine the plasma te_.npefatureand co_.nposition._The last Mode 2 sweep, taken
equatorward of the event and before vehicle potential fluctuations make results
of Langrluireprobe analysis questionable, occurred at 26)43:26UT. T_is sweep showed
a total plasma density of lO+cf_-_, The ion composition was mostly 0+. The ion
and electron temperatures were ~ 1200° and 4000°K, respectively. The followinq
sweep, beginninq at 2044:30 UT showed signs of a significant light ion contribution.
It should be noted that other measurements in the difftLseauroral region show
large, e_en dotninantlight ion mixtures.......The light ion that best fit the neasured
current-voltage characteristics was He+. Close to the eve.ntthe current character-
istics also showed signs of a light-ion component. However, rapid fluctuations of
the satellite potential do not allow quantitification of this observation.
_
i-
_ DISCUSSION
In modelling the DMSP charging event described in the previous section two con-
ditions should be kept in mind. First, the event occurred while the satellite was
in darkness. Thus, photoemission currents from the vehicle can be ignored. Second,
the surfaces of DMSP satellites are almost entirely made up of dielectric materials.
The potential drop Vs experienced by positive _ons reachinq the electrostatic analyzer
should be that required for local current balance near that sensor's aperture. For
the-sake of simplicity we model the satellite as a sphere whose surface material is
kapton. The satellite :novesat a speed of 7.4 km/s through the combined ionospheric
and auroral plasmas.
Tilelocal current balance condition can be written in the form:
I(V) = -JeM + Jir4+ Je2 + JeB + Jei + Jil = 0
The terms JeM and JiM represent currents due to enerqetic electrons and ions of
magnetospheric origin, respectively. The energetic electrons include both primaries
and energy degraded primaries. The terms Je2, JeB, and Jei refer to currents
generated by: (1) secondary electrons resulting from energetic electrons impacting
the satellite, (2) backscattered energetic electrons, and (3) secondary electrons due
to impacting ions, respectively. Currents resulting from impacting ionospheric ions
are represented by JiI.
If we assur_ethat the auroral electrons are _ell approxillatedby an isotropic
distribution function fetl(E)then the total currents to the satellite directly
attributable to energetic electrons has the form
(2) Je = Jeo e'qVs/kTe
where Jeo = -JeM + Je2 + JeB; Vs is the satellite potential and q is tileelementary
(negative) unit of charge and kT = 2/3 < E >. Ilere< E >, the mean thermal energy
of the energetic electrons is 5._5 keV. Finally,
I14
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-_ (3) %0 = _4_2_ i i E feM (E) [ 1 - A2(E,. 0) - A B(E, _) q
=_ 0 0
• CosOSin ¢dCd E
"T
_ is the total currentdue to energeticelectronsif the satellitewere at
- plasmapotential. The functionsof energyand angle_ from normal
,_ • incidence,for secondary[A 2 (E,O)]and backScattered[A B (E,_)]
electronsare given by Laframboiseand co-workers(ref 16).
The current due to impactinq ions can be represented in the form
_f: eVs
--' (4) di = Jio (I + _ )
_, ....kT.
/! where kTi is the mean thermalenergyof the magnetosphericions. Jio
.2"_:.. represents the sum of JiM + Jei if the satellite were.at plasma potential
_. ® _/2
_i__ (5) dio = 41iY2e i i E fiM (E) [ l + A ei (E, 0) ]C:- o o
Cos O Sin 0 d 0
,'_
_; fil4(E) is the distributionfunctionof magnetosphericions in the vicinityof the
_._. sateLLite. A ei (E,_) is the secondaryelectr.onconversionfactor Cref16).
-_ Valuesof Jeo and Jio in equations(3) and (5)were solvedby numericalintegration
/-_ using the energeticelectronand ion distributionfunctionsmeasuredat 2045:22 UT.
_,; SettingVs equal to -65 V in equations(2) and (4) and adding w_ calculatethat in
-.i _ the vicinityof the ion sensorthere is a currentof 6.33 u A/m" flowingaway
_L from the satellite. From equation(I) we see that this must be balancedby the
thermal ion current JiI to the vehicle,
The currentto the satellitedue to ionosphericions is given by a su_,_o_v_ec_
ion species _"n
_ (6) dil = Noe Usat Z r _ (b_, o)
where NO is the total ion density, U sat is the satellite speed, o is the angle
;: with respectto the ram direction,bais the Mach numberof the_ species
: [1/2I_aVs/kTe]112. Based on sateilitemeasurementsin the ionosphere,
=_', Gurevichand co-workers(ref. 17) derivedan expressionfor the angularterm
• r ,,(b o)-- EI +err Coso Coso:]
- _}-o TTTF_ _ o_ o)
T
-' where erf (x) representsthe standarderror function. ¢ is the cn,_plementof
_: O
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¢the Math angle. With lisat = 7..4km/s and-Te+- 400(]° K we calculate values of
= 71° for an 0+ pljSna and 55u for an lie plasma..Note that for e = 0°
. _]"_= i and tilecurrent Noe Usat is tlleram current. For a plasma-density6
_ of lO_ cm'_the ram current is II,8 _A/m 2 Thus, to balance a current
o_ 6.33......PA/m2, Z I'_(90°) must equal 0.536. " "................................
Figure _i is a plot of Z I'_(90°) plotted as a function of the fraction of He+
present in the ionospheric plasma. The horizontal line at 0.536 represents the
value of Z r_(90 °) required to balance the auroral current with Vs = -65 V
on the top surface of the satellite.....The solutions are not unique. As expected the
¢o = 55° condition is satisfied only for a pure He+ plasma. Higher values of
¢o require less He+.
It is interesting to now use this model to estimate the surface potential in the
wake region of a small satellite like DtISP. To do this we first choose a value
of ¢o which gives a solution to V-s = - 65V at O= 90°. This is equivalent to
some mixture of He+ and 0+. With this we next solve equation (6) for the ionospheric
ion current at any location on the satellite. The final step is to solve equations
(2) and (4) for the potential Vs that gives an I(V) = 0 solution to equation (I).
Figure 9 demonstrates the results of this procedure. Here we have chosen the
value ¢ = 60°. From Figure 8we see that this corresponds to a.case with NHe+IN0
= 0.63. °On the ram side of the vehicle the potential is slightly positive. As we
go away from 900 into the wake direction the model predicts that the surface poten-
tial rises quickly and saturates at a value of ~I kV. We have examined the model
predictions for other values of ¢o in the range 55 ° to 70° and found that within
a few percent the results are insensitive to these variations. -......
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3. Average energy, directional enerqy flux and directional number flux of
downcoming ions measured duringOMSP/F6 northern auroral pass of I0 January
1983,
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5. Distribution functions at 2045:22 UT in same format as Figure 4. The
inset expansi.on of the low energy portion of ion distribution function shows a
charging peak at 65 eV. _Iil
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6. Distribution functions at 2045:24 UT, in same format as Figure 4. Here the
charging peak is at 44 eV.
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7. Mode 1 currents to the thermal electron and ion sensors durinq the I
northern auroral pass of 10 January. The "densities" calculated from these _
currents assume that the grids are at plasma potential and are overestimates
in both cases.
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s a function of NH+/No.H. Plot of I+, with O set equal to 90°, a for
several values of ¢o. The li,_eat 0.536 represents the value of I"required for
current halance with VS = - 65 V on the top surface of DMSP.
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_ 9. Surfacepotentialas a function of o for _bo = 60°.
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